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Breakout discussion notes and chat box transcript 

 

Breakout Room 1 
Facilitator: Emily Platt  

Notetaker: Nick Goldstein  

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Liked hearing about Big Mosquito project, was hoping more projects would be profiled in the science 

synthesis. 

Repeated concerns about promotion and retention of large trees if the  21" rule were rescinded or 

changed. 

Curious to know more about causes of apparent mistrust of the Forest Service  

Desire of the Amendment is to provide more flexibility in removal of Grand Fir to be able to promote a 

transition back to more fire and drought resistant Ponderosa Pine stands that have transitioned over 

time to Grand Fir. 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

Emphasis on adaptive management to ensure it applies over time in light of climate change and 

projections of warmer temps, lower precip.  Landscape may not have the potential to support large and 

older trees over time.  So, our definition of "large trees" is likely to change over time as well.  

Including good indicators for wildlife species, vegetative conditions, etc would be useful for informing 

adaptive management process.  This should differ across habitat/landscape types.  

Monitor responses of flora and fauna to treatments over time.  Should use simple, repeatable metrics 

that can be monitored effectively in light of funding constraints (i.e., use nest surveys, ensure availability 

of pre-treatment baselines, etc.) 



21" limitation confines management options and needs to be addressed to account for variability across 

landscapes and changing conditions over time.  Consider tree species composition in light of desired 

futured conditions as opposed to aiming for past reference conditions. 

Important to include a cultural perspective in this amendment.  Tribal interests were underrepresented 

on this call.  Additional input is warranted. 

Must balance intensiveness of treatments to account for wildlife/habitat needs while meeting project 

objectives  

Q: Will the whole wildlife standard be amended or just the 21'' limitation?  A: Just the 21'' limitation 

In speaking with collaborators in WA, there is a desire to think creatively and not limit options for 

possible treatment types.  Consider avoiding painting ourselves in to a corner--maximize flexibility.  

Big concern about undue breadth/flexibility around management of large trees in the past.  Having clear 

sideboards provides space for collaboration.  Having clarity on those rules in advance enables the 

agency and stakeholders to collaborate within that frame. Important that decision space, rules are clear. 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 5536896# 

Gary Bell, Washington Dept. of Fish & Wildlife: Gary Bell, WA Dept of Fish & Wildlife 

Mary Williams: Mary Williams, Nez Perce Tribe 

Kathleen Cathey: Kathleen Cathey, Senator Wyden's office 

Marc DesJardin: Marc DesJardin, Oregon Department of Forestry 

R. Klavins: Rob Klavins - Oregon Wild. Will try to zip my lips here since this is really for gov't. We'll see 

how that goes ;) 

Nick Goldstein: Please note I will be capturing main points without attribution 

Mary Williams: How do you unmute? 

Mary Williams: Roger. 

Gary Bell, Washington Dept. of Fish & Wildlife: I heard repeated concerns about promotion and 

retention of large trees if the  21" rule were rescinded or changed.  I'm curious about the level of 

concern and possible mistrust of USFS activities in OR... 

Marc DesJardin: My take away was that the desire of the Amendment is to provide more flexibility in 

removal of Grand Fir to be able to promote a transition back to more fire and drought resistant 

Ponderosa Pine stands that have transitioned over time to Grand Fir. 

R. Klavins: This outlines some concerns: https://oregonwild.org/about/blog/forever-21 

Tim Deboodt: Tim Deboodt,  Crook County 

R. Klavins: And to be fair, that's just our concerns. 



R. Klavins: meant to say "to be clear" not "fair" 

R. Klavins: HA! 

R. Klavins: That's not true! Can't wait for you to prove us a bunch of wrong-headed cynics! 

R. Klavins: Out of curiosity, are these breakouts being recorded? 

Nick Goldstein: No, chat box and notes will be captured 

R. Klavins: Oh no! The only place I participated!  

R. Klavins: Thanks 

Kathleen Cathey: I'm in listen mode! 

Marc DesJardin: Same here, In listen mode. 

Emily Platt: OK sounds good 

  



Breakout Room 2 
Facilitator: Barbara Garcia 

Notetaker: Darci Pankratz  

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

session is to enable conversation between participants.  better understand the tension points.  Capture 

main points.  if you type your question in the chat box, I can copy and paste into the notes!  Thanks!   

Paula Hood, co-director Blue Mountain Diversity Project, joined by phone as Adobe disconnected her. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min. 

wildlife distribution is out of balance and tracks the vegetation imbalance.  (Lawson)  

wildlife was briefly touched on, would like to have heard more from a wildlife biologist perspective (Bill) 

deep scientific controversy that exists, you can draw different conclusions depending on what your goals 

are (Rory) 

how and why we should/should not amend the 21 amendment, a lot of controversy in the science, gets 

at the different values we hold.  more of a social issue.  (Amanda) 

issue of economics hasn't really been addressed (Jacob)  would like to see more of an economic 

perspective as well.   

example from Big Mosquito, that the mills were not able to process larger trees, i.e. over 24" DBH?  

need to address size before we move forward, hard to weigh in if good or bad, fisheries standpoint (Bill)  

Amanda Lindsay: it depends on the mill, one of the mills they were taking logs to had a 24" diameter 

limit, but another mill could take the logs up to 28" 

is it mostly salmonids that are of the greatest concern?  (Lawson) yes, Chinook salmon and steelhead. 

(Bill) 

comments about social and economic are interesting, there are different types of economic impacts.  

Not the same as economic return.  A big social piece - existing framework is very socially directed, 

asthetics as opposed to other considerations.  A difficult conversation to have, coming from a different 

place than other perspectives.  Land management goals tied to specific outcomes (Lawson) 

Amanda Lindsay: the economics of cutting larger trees definitely helps get more service work on the 

ground, but the ecological reasons for cutting the trees was the driving factor, but again this gets at the 

outcomes that we would like to see on the ground around resiliency 



Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

we are looking for feedback as to what this amendment would look like - what would you like to see/not 

see?  We will not be doing anything to mess with the riparian standard.  Could be indirect effect, i.e. wet 

meadows, what could that look like?  open this bigger to this group - anything that you'd like to see?  is 

the Mosquito project language that you'd like to see?  would love to hear feedback from all of you  

(Barbara) 

Big Mosquito project - was field surveyed - she has documentation about objection resolution being 

broken, riparian thinning, and others.  Her concern is that there is so much ecological nuance across the 

landscape, and when that was broken by the FS.  there was an area of 4" DBH yews - so much nuance to 

soils, topography, weather conditions, lots of variations that are around.  Difficult to take a broad 

approach.  Loosing this standard the way that it is.  mistakes that are acknowledged as mistakes - we 

don't have many of these areas left.  (Paula)  Barbara invited Paula to send in her comments, and will 

follow-up with her. 

add a couple of things to what Paula was saying regarding 21" amendment -  taken out of decision 

document and put directly into  timber sale contract.  It was never their intention to break their 

resolutions with Blue Mtn Biodiversity Initiative.  She agrees that one size does not fit all.  We need to 

manage appropriately to manage to meet the desired conditions on the landscape. (Amanda) 

social piece - how does that implement on the ground, relationships - had good intent, but didn't 

necessarily play out on the ground as intended.  How do we know that we're going to tell the truth?  

Guidelines are should do, Standards are must do.  would guidelines with exemptions be more palatable?  

(Barbara posed this question) 

more guidelines than standards, so she can go out and recommend what she sees based on her 

knowledge and training to move towards the desired future conditions.  Standards should be things that 

we must do, only in absolute.  That we can come to agreement around appropriate treatments 

(Amanda) 

the key is to put some flexibility into the hands of the biologists, silvicuturists at the FS, so that design 

can happen on the ground. Guidelines would be more helpful.  but sometimes if you were to get into 

court, it is difficult to explain all these differences.  empower professional judgement.  (Lawson) 

agrees with what he's hearing, one size fits all approach, doesn't always fit the diversity of the National 

Forests that we're talking about.  no action alternative discusses what we've gained from the current 

rule.  Doesn’t want it to get lost in the current discussion (Rory) 

relieved, that this isn't going to go against any of the riparian standards, but he hasn't heard that from 

the forests.  every consultation that they receive there is discussion around the timber sale projects.  we 

need these larger trees in these riparian areas where we have listed fish.  maybe there are other areas 

where there are not listed fish, that can allow more cutting.  Are we building new roads, road 

maintenance, etc.  restoring whole watershed conditions, stream conditions, etc., not just opening these 

things up and end up with a noxious weed situation. (Bill)  Barb: what would you like to see to clarify 

that?  a simple statement that says PacFish is not subject to the change in these guidelines.  guideline 

allows you to vary a little without having to do a forest plan amendment.   



Barbara - everything is on the table right now.  want to be inclusive as you can.  we just received the 10 

minutes left warning.  Anything else?  if you would like to have one on one conversations with her - 

barbara.garcia2@usda.gov - especially about the wildlife piece. 

there may not be consensus, and that is okay, not everyone will agree on everything.  A solid 

reason/action is still something that the FS should proceed with if it is the right thing to do for the land 

in eastern Oregon.  (Lawson)  

you can say things like don't touch it!  say anything that you'd like to share, it is all on the table.  

(Barbara) 

Amanda - success - allow Malheur to move towards historical range and restoring resilency.   

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 8448306# 

Lawson Fite: Lawson Fite, American Forest Resource Council (industry group) 

Amanda Lindsay: Amanda Lindsay Malheur National Forest 

Bill LInd: Bill Lind - NOAA Fisheries, Boise, Idaho 

Jacob Putney: Jacob Putney, OSU Extension  

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: Darci Rivers-Pankratz, Forest Service Regional Office, notetaker 

Rory Isbell: Rory Isbell, Central Oregon LandWatch 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: Paula Hood, joined by phone as Adobe connect disconnected her. 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: Barbara, do you want me to capture name with comments? 

Barbara Garcia: If you can 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: Amanda do you know what size was maximum at mill? 

Amanda Lindsay: it depends on the mill, one of the mills they were taking logs to had a 24" diameter 

limit, but another mill could take the logs up to 28" 

Amanda Lindsay: the economics of cutting larger trees helps get more service work on the ground, but 

the ecological reasons for cutting the trees was the driving factor, but again this gets at the outcomes 

that we would like to see on the ground around resiliency 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: Amanda, did I capture your intent? 

Amanda Lindsay: yes 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: join the main chat room at 3:40 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: you will have to hang up from this call and redial in the original number to get 

back to the main session. 

Darci Rivers-Pankratz: 2 minutes left 



Breakout Room 3 
Facilitator: Carrie Spradlin  

Notetaker: Darcy Weseman  

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Interest in how deal with 21" rule. Observed diversity in social ideals as to why have the rule itself. 

Site-specific amendments not effective way to manage. 

Divergence of opinions on how helps create (or doesn't) resilient forests. 

A lot of science discussion focused on drier forests. Complex issue and variety of ecosystems across all 

the Forests. 

social values around late/old structure forest and diversity around how should manage. 

Cumulative effects of site-specific amendments a challenge. 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

Need to consider impacts of fire suppression and fostered density of growth on Forest that doesn't meet 

historic range.  

Old and resilient more important than 21". 

Species composition and how has changed. 

More large trees in riparian areas and detrimental to riparian vegetation. 

Be site specific. 

Manage the ecotype not by size. Focus on resiliency and wildlife habitat needed. 

21" wildlife standard is a one-size-fits-all approach. Can't make it stronger if replace with another one-

size-fits-all approach because Forests are so diverse. 

Resilient forests need to be diverse. 

Need diameter limits as age limits very subjective. Aging trees may be different by site and too hard to 

implement. 

Age limits can create mistrust with public. 



Need protection for snags, downed logs, dead and dying structure. 

Concern of over cutting danger/hazard trees.  

Think about protections for roadless areas. 

Protect old growth forests. 

Concerned process not designed to allow us to get to right approach and is a one-size-fits-all approach. 

Need to take time think through issues and come up with solution that achieves the goal. 

Young grand fir in competition with old ponderosa pine, use alternative options other than removal 

from site (i.e. girdling, dropping tree into RHCA for habitat). 

How manage large structure in the Blues with all the variability in the Blues. 

Unique habitats and diversity of ecosystems and need for adequate flexibility but to also protect areas 

where make sense. 

The large sweeping amendment across 9 Forests wasn't right approach. Collaborative consensus 

restricted by ineffective forest plan amendment.  

Get away from one-size-fits-all. Put in ability with guidelines (such as Van Pelt) to talk about things to 

look for. 

Identify first what desired condition is. Not as much agreement on deficiency of old forest as once 

thought. 

When comes to ecological importance of large/old structure and social context, we need side boards at 

forest plan level. reduces controversy at project level and can make project work more efficient. 

Having a standard in forest plan allows to look from ecosystem level and see the big picture, while 

considering forest types and diversity. 

Future conditions, think about resilience but also climate change. 

Discretion on interpreting guideline if not clear enough. 

Think about who the desired condition is for.  

Standards give no room for interpretation, which can be nice. Implementable but usually not very well 

liked. 

Have something more easily implementable to meet goals is important. 

Have not seen monitoring happen on Forests. Funding constraints. 

Malheur doing monitoring, part of CLFRP money. Part of challenge of trying to do a one-size-fits-all 

approach because some Forests (like Malheur) is ahead in ability to deal with 21" issue. Each Forest is in 

different place. 

Important to monitor to ensure meeting conditions, gaining or losing old growth or old structure on 

forest. 



Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 9303702# 

 

Carrie Spradlin: Welcome all! I'll be facilitating this breakout today. Please call into the conference line. 

Carrie Spradlin: Welcome all!  This is Carrie I'll be facilitating. 

Darcy Weseman: Hello, Darcy Weseman, Umatilla National Forest. I will be taking notes 

King Williams 2: King Williams 

Carrie Spradlin: Is this working? 

Veronica Warnock: Veronica Warnock, GHCC 

King Williams 2: King Williams - Iron Triangle  

Dustin Hollowell: Dustin Hollowell, USFS Malheur NF 

  



Breakout Room 4 
Facilitator: Summer Kemp-Jennings  

Notetaker: Alexia Prosperi  

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

in Susan Charnley's presentation- widespread social support for maintenance of large, old trees was 

surprising but good to hear 

economic value important, but pleased that FS acknowledged spiritual, cultural, recreational values of 

forests too. 

species matter and we can achieve both value sets on a project level, if not on a stand level (referring to 

Tom's presentation).  Can't have everything on every acre 

monitoring and seed generation  

pleased and comfortable with results that have occurred so far 

Ochoco supervisor  - talking about prioritization, and the need to look hard at the cost of thinning across 

the current landscape within the current economic situation we find ourselves in.  Concerned about 

challenge and cost of constant maintenance- the low probability of fire encountering treatment areas 

before they grow back 

Cannot talk about economics without talking about other components.  Economics of timber important. 

Discussion of species composition in Tom Spies presentation.  This was missing before. 

Rarely commercially harvest over 20-25% of area, do not necessarily need to commercially treat more 

acres, but could use more flexibility in areas that do get treated.  Increase probability of management 

action encountering area where fire occurs.  Think both economically and ecologically. 

Increased area may not increase probability of encountering fire-  Science team should investigate that.  

What can we actually accomplish? 

Treatment can be a variety of different things (prescribed fire, managed fire, etc.), so need to consider 

this  

A lot of area that does not get treated because of jurisdictional boundaries.  How much land can we 

actually treat within landscape? 

Prioritization important- some areas are just more important for numerous reasons 



Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

cannot be too prescriptive, needs to be flexible so management decisions can be applied to individual 

projects.  don't want something as binding as current 21 rule 

21 inch rule likened to 55 mph speed limit.  want to see something that really looks at wildlife, and 

doesn't just cut based on age (testing, especially related to healthy/living trees).  if always flexible, may 

see things we don't like.  nervous to see claims that it was arbitrary before- it worked and was simple 

want to see something similar, straightforward, and not subject to abuse 

explore Grand Fir extent more 

flexibility for land management decision makers to do the right thing on the ground for the 

stand/project area in those areas that allow for it 

treat acres we can treat- lots of land that cannot be treated, so where we can treat, have the flexibility 

to do the right thing in those areas 

situations where flexibility will allow for cutting to occur, which provides some economic benefit in rural 

areas.  economics not main driver, but important to consider 

not just a Grand Fir conversation- need to discuss other species as well, where appropriate.  need to 

view completely 

trust-flexibility balance.  feel comfortable with certain people (trust) but less comfortable in other 

places.  helpful to think about how to write something that, for most situations, has clear set of 

standards, so where trust hasn't been built, we know what we're doing and where we're going.  where 

trust has been built, path is clear- can do what's right. 

expanding question- any specific monitoring questions that should be incorporated?  anything to 

monitor- what does success look like to you? 

wildlife utilization, wildlife habitat 

are all parts we plan for actually getting implemented?  worried about falling backwards on prescribed 

fire implementation.  creates deficit that grows worse every year 

carbon accounting, cost/impact from roads on aquatics, and amount of treatments encountered by fire 

and cost of those treatments 

need to try to figure out how parties get certainty  

difficulties with different landscapes- different problems pop up 

long term accounting of carbon/burning 

effectiveness- spending lots of money to get things right.  cost of this over time, odds it will be effective.  

speaks to need to prioritize  



lots of forests well over-stocked in terms of trees.  how do we achieve 4' dbh over landscape if we're 

restricted to some screens we're currently restricted to? 

rule's that have eye towards finishing treatments so that natural processes (fire, insects, etc) will play 

out helpfully in the land.  want to treat forests so well that when we see lightning, we know it will do 

good work, not destroy resource or ecological values.  principle of treatment with eye towards natural 

processes- restoring function/processes to landscape 

have to distinguish between fire adapted frequent fire forests (historical high fire return interval) and 

places where fire is infrequent (cold, wet forests).  rule that will work for majority will not work 

completely.  determine where rule applies and where it doesn't, or address fact that these are two 

different ecosystems and why one rule will work for both. 

appreciate being able to interact with the team 

guidance on how to identify large old growth structure without cutting could be included in amendment  

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 3583407# 

Mike Billman: Mike Billman, Oregon Department of Forestry, La Grande 

Zach Williams 2: Zach Williams, Iron Triangle LLC, John Day 

Pam Hardy: Pam Hardy, Western Environmental Law Center 

Mark Owens: Mark Owens , HD 60 Rep. 

Summer Kemp-Jennings: Summer Kemp-Jennings, Forest Service 

Alexia Prosperi: Alexia Prosperi, USFS.  I will be the note taker 

Ralph Bloemers: Ralph Bloemers, Senior Staff Attorney, Crag Law Center 

Todd Nash: Todd Nash Wallowa County 

Summer Kemp-Jennings: Ralph, are you on the phone line? 

Ralph Bloemers: yes, 

Zach Williams 2: Species matters and we can achieve both value sets on a project level if not on a stand 

level 

 

Ralph Bloemers: Hi - thanks for understanding, I have home schooling management at the same time as 

this call. I am listening and will chime in  

Ralph Bloemers: #1 - Ochoco supervisor  - talking about prioritization, and the need to look hard at the 

cost of thinning across the current landscape within the current economic situation we find ourselves in 

Ralph Bloemers: To add clarity to my comment - I am concerned about the challenge and cost of 

constant maintenance - the low probabilty of fire encounter the treatments before they grow back 



Ralph Bloemers: THANKS!! 

Ralph Bloemers: Math can be a noisy affair 

Ralph Bloemers: I understand from Dr. Schoenagel and others, that the landscape is so vast that 

increased area does not increase probability of it encountering fire. 

Zach Williams 2: I agree with your comment about the terms Hessburg uses Ralph.  I am also meaning 

that managment can mean a suite of things 

Zach Williams 2: flexibility for land managment decision makers to do the right thing on the ground for 

the stand/project area in those areas that allow for it. 

Mark Owens: Thank all - dont have to much fun  

Pam Hardy: Ralph - there arae good guides to tree aage out now that are quite accurate now.  They're 

based on tree morphology 

Pam Hardy: Van Pelt & Johnston.  I caan send links later. 

Ralph Bloemers: I have lots of photos! 

Ralph Bloemers: thanks, I appreciate everyone's perspectives 

Ralph Bloemers: Carbon accounting, cost/impact from roads on aquatics --- and amount of treatments 

encountered by fire anbd the cost of those treatments 

  



Breakout Room 5 
Facilitator: James Dickinson 

Notetaker: Marcy Anderson  

 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Concern related to level of NEPA documentation - EC or EA may not be sufficient. 

Appreciate PNW review of science, as well as social & economic aspects. 

Clear that there are differences of opinion related to science findings; it's very good to air those 

differences. 

Curiosity related to differences between moist mixed conifer and dry forest pags and how amendment 

may differentiate between the two. 

Succession planning - how to include challenge of promoting next generation of big trees in eastside 

forests? 

How to recognize variability in eastside forests? 

One-size-fits-all approach has not been successful in past and is unlikely to be successful in the future - 

latitude to address variable landscapes is key. 

Accountability is equally as important as flexibility; 21" rule is black-and-white and can compromise 

success in restoration goals, but accountability is just as important in ensuring appropriate/effective 

implementation. 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

Development of plan components that address accountability and flexibility (see above). 

How will broadscale amendment allow for public participation on its application at the project level? 

Question - is a wildlife biologist from each unit involved?  Answer - no, not at this time.  Follow up: 

Concerned that needs of individual species unique to different units may not be addressed by broad 

amendment.  Commenter suggests consulting with wildlife bios from each unit to ensure specific needs 

are met. 



Concern related to existing structure and whether or not it will be emphasized even if it's not the FS's 

desired condition?  Answer - proposed action is not far enough along to know what it will be.  Objectives 

for different sites and forest types will involve tradeoffs. 

21" rule currently applies only to live trees but does not address need to retain large diameter snags - 

would like to see protection of this important habitat component in amendment.  Lg diameter snags are 

under-represented at least on the Malheur and likely across eastside forests. 

Does not support broad changes to screens, but would consider supporting certain exceptions to the 

existing direction. 

Thinning species that are not well-adapted to a site (as opposed to native or better adapted) could be 

emphasized; need to present this in a generic enough way to allow flexibility without too much latitude. 

Biggest improvement to existing direction would come from increasing flexibility to allow for site-

specificity in project-level planning (while maintaining accountability to ensure that ecological objectives 

are met). 

Structurally "old forest" is not the same as ecologically old forest; need good baseline data to 

understand differences and to understand current condition on the landscape. 

Must use approach that protects true old forest. 

As big, old tree issue is tackled, need to keep an eye out for other issues that need to be addressed 

(keeping in mind that this is a focused amendment, but forest plan revision is overdue in our eastside 

forests and much existing direction is outdated and not consistent with best science). 

Need to be able to remove large young trees from stands (need to recognize differences between large 

old and large young trees and manage them differently). 

Interested whether drip line will be used in proposed action. 

Would like to see all larch retained in amendment. 

Need best science to determine age 

Need better tools than just "thin from below" to contribute to multi-age stands. 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 8540405# 

James Dickinson USFS: For Audio in this breakout room:888-844-99048540405# 

Susan Jane Brown: Susan Jane Brown, Western Environmental Law Center 

James Dickinson USFS: James Dickinson, USFS, Landscape Ecologist 

Marcy Anderson: Marcy Anderson, USFS, Regional EADM Coordinator and your notetaker for this 

session 

Lindsay Warness: Hi All -Lindsay Warness with Woodgrain, I am unable to join via telephone at this time 

but am monitoring the chat box if anyone has a questions for me 



Sara Gregory - ODFW: Sara Gregory, Wildlife Biologist 

Teri C-S: Teri Corning-Sevey, Prairie City RD, Malheur NF 

Marilyn Miller 4: Marilyn Miller, Miller Conservation Consulting and Deschutes Collaborative Forest 

Project 

Bob Ohrn: Bob Ohrn, Friends of the Metolius 

Marilyn Miller 4: I don't think my phone is capable of muting or un muting.  Help 

Marilyn Miller 4: Okay 

Marilyn Miller 4: Was it*6 or6*  ? 

James Dickinson USFS: Lindsay - would you please type a short sentence to tell us what you hope to get 

out of this interaction? 

James Dickinson USFS: star 6 

Lindsay Warness: I'm interested in understanding how we can assist in the process and be involved in 

the discussions.   

Lindsay Warness: I'm also curious about the timeline associated with this plan amendment 

James Dickinson USFS: LIndsay thank you...   

Marilyn Miller 4: Is this rule going to apply differently in moist mixed con and in dry forest pags? 

Marilyn Miller 4: Is a drip line rule going toapply? 

Lindsay Warness: What resonated with me, as well as based on my experience, is that a one size fits all 

approach  has not been successful  and that there are multiple different instances that require different 

opportunities for management 

Marilyn Miller 4: I want Chad H. and Dominic D's presentation and science included in the FS review 

James Dickinson USFS: awesome point lindsay -  

Marilyn Miller 4: Instead of this applying to six forestsn--why can't this be applied on anproject by 

project basis? 

Marcy Anderson: Folks - I'm doing my best to capture your intent in the notes; if I get it wrong please 

say so verbally or in this chat box. 

Lindsay Warness: We also need to understand that every acre of the forest cannot provide everything 

for every instance.  Management needs to be based on the needs of the landscape as well as the 

managemetn area associated with the location.   

Sara Gregory - ODFW: I'm sorry I have to get on another meeting. Thanks 

Marcy Anderson: @Sara, thank you for joining! 



Lindsay Warness: One concern is that we have lost habitat for species that are dependent on old forest 

single story and our ability to convert or manage locations that were once OFSS and are now old forest 

multi-storied is limited  

Marilyn Miller 4: Pileated Woodpeckers cn utilize fir easier than pine 

Marilyn Miller 4: We have a HUGE deficit of LARGE snags!!!!!! 

Lindsay Warness: In my experience, large snags are generally protected on the landscape during the 

management process unless they are deemed danger trees for people working in that location. 

Susan Jane Brown: ...except in Grant County, Lindsay :)  Folks there get to them on the regular 

Lindsay Warness: True but that is fire-wood related... 

Susan Jane Brown: true 

Susan Jane Brown: we could use more LEO enforcement of snag protection - I'd be happy to volunteer :) 

Lindsay Warness: Go for it SJ :) 

Marilyn Miller 4: Illegal snag cutting occurs regularly in the Deschutes.  They want them for their 

woodstove 

Marilyn Miller 4: Larch should be excluded from logging 

Lindsay Warness: We need to keep all management options on the table, there are times where 

overstory removal will be better for the stand development 

Lindsay Warness: There are many management nuances that require flexibility 

Lindsay Warness: I also think we need to discuss management of old forest vs. old trees - there are many 

stand exclusion stands that have old trees but do not have ecological value for old forest 

Marilyn Miller 4: Van Pelt does not work well for Fir 

Susan Jane Brown: Why not, Marilyn?  

Susan Jane Brown: do you mean grand fir? 

Marilyn Miller 4: Grand/white fir.  I heard a new guide maybe written for identyfing fir 

Susan Jane Brown: Van Pelt has a doug fir key, and James Johnston has a grand fir key 

Susan Jane Brown: i'd be happy to share the grand fir key 

Marilyn Miller 4: Did not know that 

Marilyn Miller 4: SJ I need those 

Susan Jane Brown: i'll email them to you 

Lindsay Warness: We cannot have both a diameter limit and an age limitation 

James Dickinson USFS: Lindsay any last thougths ? 



Lindsay Warness: We also need to ensure that we have the ability to manage all species based on the 

needs of the stand  

Marilyn Miller 4: Thanks 

  



Breakout Room 6 
Facilitator: Jordan Larson  

Notetaker: Cat Caruso 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

*** 

Jordan Larson - Introductions - social scientist and economist. As facilitator, will keep conversation 

moving and ensure everyone has a chance to contribute. Your role today is to help inform us re: where 

tension points may be, and what potential alternatives exist. Formal NEPA comments later in the project 

timeline will be required to establish standing; comments today are informal and will not suffice for that 

purpose. 

Cherilyn Ashmeade - grad student, Humbolt State University. Will be researching in Prineville, hoping to 

learn more about what's happening with the Eastside Screens and eastern counties 

Irene Jerome - Forester and forestry consultant. American Forest Resource Council consultant on all of 

the eastside forests under discussion today except Deschutes. Believes 21" rule is to restrictive, one-size 

fits all to meet objectives. 

Dave Wiley - Retired forester, public and private experience. Representing Rocky Mountain Elk 

Foundation. Agrees that with current rule, cannot meet objectives. 

Tom Montoya -  Forest Supervisor, Wallowa-Whitman National Forest. In past 9 years, have really tried 

to move this forward via Forest Plan Revision. That plan is in a new phase, so glad it is moving forward in 

a new phase. Has watched this in public venue and effects on landscape - it is dearly needed for health 

of the forests. 

Willy Crippen - Northern Blue Cohesive Strategy Partnership. Interested in implementation of the 

cohesive strategy, especially resilient landscapes (forest treatments will be managed if rule is changed) 

Brandon Houck: Umatilla Ranger District, Wallowa-Whitman NF. In 2 years on forest, has seen the rule 

inhibit efforts, even where it wasn't intended too. Experience as a wildlife biologist, currently a district 

ranger. 



Kendall Cikanek: District Ranger, Wallowa-Whitman NF. Just interested in seeing changes that improve 

ability to manage the landscape, covering all of the ecological parameters and restoring/maintaining 

forest health. 

Discussion prompts: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” & “What should the 

amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest and increase forest resiliency 

while maintaining wildlife habitat?” 

In a short sentence, what did you hear that resonated with you?  

Willy: A few things that stood out as interesting was one of Kim's slides ref. how the amendments work 

(flow chart).  

Irene: The science is important, but many world views were expressed in the chats and it's clear there is 

a lot of conversation and discussion that will need to occur to reach any kind of consensus/address 

these many interests. 

Cherilyn: It's encouraging no one is going for consensus at this point, that many diverse perspectives are 

being brought in. Wonders if the science will be actionable in a way that is feasible, given the wide range 

of need/values. 

Dave: Heard that a solution/change needs to be socially acceptable, but the ecology is primary (not just 

what the loudest voice says). A strong educational element will need to be a component in whatever 

comes down to ensure people understand the need and the effects. 

Tom: It was what I was expecting, understanding the science that's out there. The interest to me is the 

comments in the chat box - it wasn't surprising, the public we serve has a variety of opinions and this 

input will serve us as we continue this work going forward. There's a really good foundation in terms of 

the science re: why we need to look at age vs. size, and I appreciated hearing that raised. 

Brandon: Opening remarks by the E. Oregon counties chair, appreciated she is serving her community 

and her perspective / thoughts shared on their behalf. 

Kendall: My read on the general public's view on this wasn't really represented among this group. 

Normally he hears a lot more comments that are in support of augmenting the current rule, greater than 

10 to 1. Group today was more split. 

What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest and increase 

forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat? 

Irene - Wildlife objectives are not going to be lost, we're not going to cut down wildlife habitat on 

anyone's land. So I am not sure how to think about that being a concern. Social analysis was somewhat 

shallow. We need to revisit. I was hoping the eastern Oregon counties would have a more active 

involvement in today's session. 

Jordan - I also heard the species of tree, the application role is different based on the species we're 

talking about. Ponderosa pine being primary habitat for the species of concern. Any thoughts ref. how 

that would play in design of an amendment? 



Willy - One thing I did hear and didn't hear clarified, it talks about diameter and also by species. It 

sounds like if this does apply, is pine included or excluded? It sounds like this currently only applies to fir 

species. I think we're mostly talking about fir, but if we want this to be useful 25 years from now, basal 

values might be something better to use - taking fire regime and impact of a century of suppression. 

Irene - generally, late succession species but there are districts/areas on eastern forests where a few 

Ponderosas need to be removed or other pines won't survive either. 

Dave - We've got a 3D matrix that needs to be recognized in a 2D peice of paper. Historic range of 

variability with seral classes on one hand, and affiliation groups on the other (warm/dry, cold/wet, etc.). 

On top of that, forest health issues influenced by historical management choices, disease/insect losses, 

etc. The "new 21" rule" is going to have to be applied across the landscape, not just to one species in 

one circumstance. Develop silvicultural prescriptions that meet the needs of an area, and wildlife will 

follow. 

Kendall - It's worth considering if we would want different options when we're in a wildland-urban-

interface (WUI) area. Not 100% sure, but has had the experience of wishing he had different options 

because resource values are different in that area. 

Tom - Agree with a lot of the conversation occurring here. Sounds like this group has some agreement 

that this should be framed through lens of "what is the desired outcome," prioritizing recruitment of old 

trees but also providing flexibility for exceptions, so silvicultural specialist can balance the needs of 

shade tolerant and intolerant species, for example, in a specific stand. Sometimes, the need is to remove 

some of the pine (that would normally be protected) for the health of the stand. 

Cherilyn - I need a little time to sit with this, I don't have anything to contribute at this time but will 

speak up if I have something to add! 

Brendan - How do we let our ID team do their best work, best available science, and also allow for local 

input so we can make best decision locally, based on the primary values for a specific peice of land. If 

the focus is limited just to age, species, size, etc. - we don't have that flexibility. Whatever the team 

comes up with and public supports, I hope it provides that local decision space. 

Jordan: What would success look like? 

Irene - For AFRC? A steady program. If the output had been consistent volume... in order to have the 

restoration component, we need a steady supply that provides enough value to pay for the restoration. 

Somewhere along the line, we need to be sustainable and it needs to pay for itself. There isn't enough 

grant money in the world to do this, it needs to be economically sustainable. 

Dave - The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation strongly supports active forest management, which is 

logging. Game like grouse, elk rely on disturbance. As a forester, in my career, timber produced income 

for the community. Under the present situation, it's not part of 21" rule discussion per se, but we have a 

situation where forest management relies on subsidy from the federal govt/appropriated funds 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 2360966# 

Jordan Larson: Jordan Larson 



Cherilyn Ashmead: Cherilyn Ashmead 

Cat Caruso: Cat Caruso, notetaker - reporting for duty! 

Cherilyn Ashmead: Thanks, Cat! 

Dave Wiley: Dave Wiley - Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 

Irene JEROME: Irene Jerome, American Forest Resource Council 

Tom Montoya: Tom Montoya, W-W Forest 

Willy Crippen: Hi  I think Im in the right place 

Willy Crippen: Willy Crippen - Northern Blue Cohesive Strategy Partnership 

Brandon Houck: Brandon Houck has joined the breakout 

Kendall Cikanek: Kendall Cikanek, W-W Natoional Forest 

Cat Caruso: Sorry everyone! 

Cat Caruso: I hung up and dialed back in 

  



Breakout Room 7 
Facilitator: Judy Suing 

Notetaker: Andrea Dolbear 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Angela-complex issue, not sure the effort is broad enough to address the issue. No alternative 

development, narrow, short timeline, ambitious. 

Bryce-Malheur was an interesting example.  Planning? NOI process? 

Brenda-Planning Process for amending. 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

Angela-Appreciation for the process involving stakeholders, but need a clearly articulated P&N 

statement to engage to have meaningful input.  Socio-economic and ecological meaningful amendment 

needs to be over a smaller landscape.  Site specific, ecologically based, include climate change and fire.  

Needs monitoring requirements (implementation component and wildlife habitat/use).  Adaptive 

management component.  Living with 100 years of management resulting in a landscape with fewer 

options for management.  Timber might not be a viable restoration solution in some locations.  Climate 

change analysis is essential because of it's effect on animal populations.  Cultural and spiritual aspects of 

late and old trees on the landscape.   

Brenda-Unsure how the Forest Service is planning to proceed based on the differing conversations in the 

discussions earlier.  Ecological value is important as well as timber feasibility.  Outcomes over outputs, 

but it's more specific to forest/landscape needs. Site specific.  

Bryce-Hard look at the current standard and how it has been implemented.  Ecosystem and Wildlife 

standards are connected.  Scenario A includes exceptions to the 21-inch standard that aren't 

implemented because of regional office guidance. 

Becky-refer back to Tom Spies trade-offs and synergies.  Manage for outcomes rather than outputs? 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 4768403# 

Becky Gravenmier, R6 2: Becky Gravenmier, PNW Station/R6 

Judy Suing: Forest Service 



Andrea: Andrea Dolbear, Fremont Winema NF 

Angela Sondenaa: Angela Sondenaa, Nez Perce Tribe 

 

Brenda: Brenda Medina The Wilderness Society 

Bryce Kellogg: Bryce Kellogg- the nature conservancy, sorry but I will have to leave in about 10 minutes 

for another meeting 

Brenda: I agree with that sentiment on outcomes rather than outputs but it is also very specific to each 

forest/landscape needs. I can't speak to that being applicable for all 6 forests 

Jonathan: there is more research to be done on this but my thoughts that would also benefit old growth 

is their mycelium network/ old growth  connection to those as well  

Judy Suing: Access Code: 1625330# 

  



Breakout Room 8 
Facilitator: Shane Jefferies 

Notetaker: Patrick Lair 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Members of the conservation community are nervous/anxious about this work and distrustful of the 

process, based on comments during the presentations. There is a need to build trust with environmental 

community. 

Appreciation for the ecologic/ecosystem basis or foundation for the process used; appreciate 

acknowledgement of conflicting science; appreciation for the examples provided by presenters to 

illustrate how this science has been used before. 

As IDT members, we're here to listen and find ways to integrate, continue engagement, and drill down 

into themes and issues that emerge in order to get this right. 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” 

"Are there any monitoring questions that should be incorporated?" "What would success look like?" – 

40 min.  

Both Jessica and Katy want to abstain from commenting on this portion. 

The question implies that promoting late/old structure and increasing resiliency are at odds with 

maintaining wildlife habitat. Much of the conversation has been about fire, but we haven't heard a lot 

about how proposal would benefit wildlife. Should be more emphasis on wildlife benefits. 

Big Mosquito project provided a lot of good examples for how to implement this proposal 

Ground truth late and old structure representative stands and stands targeted for treatment to improve 

conditions. And it needs to be founded on the wildlife habitat question. 

Incorporating something like the wildlife habitat zones of agreement used by the Blue Mountains Forest 

Partners on Malheur NF filter approach tied to the 2012 planning rule has really helped maximixe 

benefit to a wide range of wildlife species. Identify wildlife habitat needs. 

Put wildlife habitat more front and center as we work toward an amendment and should represent a 

broader range of stakeholder interest. 



Senators Wyden/Merkley will be following the process closely. Staff are very impressed with creativity 

of the IDT and how they've designed the public involvement process so far. 

Argument about opening the canopy, e.g. will it allow more snow vs lead to drier conditions? Monitor 

soil conditions? 

Some folks are concerned that if you change the 21-inch rule it could become too vague. One good thing 

about current 21-inch rule is that it's very well-defined. Could this lead to problems if too vague? 

Post-treatment monitoring is very critical and rooted in wildlife habitat. Desired outcomes need to be 

well-identified.  

Follow up question: "Do you have ideas for how monitoring could be expressed in the amendment?" 

Worked with OSU to develop a monitoring plan. Resilience in the face of climate change and wildfire. 

Need to test our assumptions about wildlife habitat needs as an outcome.  

Two things: monitor forest composition and structure; and monitor wildlife habitat effectiveness/use 

post-treatment. Do this in concert with Research. 

Need effective applied effort in implementing the theory and the research.  

Appreciation for the opportunity to provide input prior to writing the draft. 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 1913745# 

Patrick Lair: Patrick Lair, Ochoco National Forest & Crooked River National Grassland. I'm your note 

taker! 

Mark Webb: Mark Webb, Blue Mountains Forest Partners 

Maia Enzer: Hello! This is Maia Enzer with the USFS and part of the ID Team (Engagement) 

Shane Jeffries: Shane Jeffries, Ochoco NF and Crooked River National Grassland 

Katy Nesbitt: It appears I am in this room and will be taking notes 

Katy Nesbitt: oh....or Patrick is? 

Maia Enzer: Katy-- Patrick Lair will take notes. You participate.  

Katy Nesbitt: copy. thank you. 

Jessica Keys: Jessica Keys 

 

Mark Webb: I'm not muted on my phone 

Maia Enzer: Katy should be unmuted now.  

Maia Enzer: Katy should be dialed in now.  



Maia Enzer: We actually have until 3:40pm... 

Mark Webb: I also believe post treatment monitoring is critical. 

Maia Enzer: Do you have ideas for how monitoring could be expressed in the amendment? 

  



Breakout Room 9 
Facilitator: Julia Riber 

Notetaker: Matthew Ehrman 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

Heard that a g glgl large trees are important regardless of species type. 

Not all 21"trees are equal in terms of the ecological conditions they create. 

Concerns about prescribed burning killing trees with roots that grew into the duff. 

Anyone in the session on Monday can see that there is disagreement over the ecological impact of 

removing trees over 21" and also there is an unfounded assumption that removing trees over 21" will 

benefit the economy in a vague way 

Trees over 21" may not work with equipment (Mills & Harvesting) 

Location of the proposed treatment effects the costs of implementation (gas, access to mills) 

The discussion is driven by fire history, which is an oversimplification of the disturbance agents in east 

side moist mixed conifer forests. (ex. fire refugia, complex interactions with root disease, windthrow, 

pathogens. These disturbances have complex interactions that we are not measuring and if one 

disturbance changes it will affect how those disturbances are expressed) 

The ecological urgency to do this right now has not been established yet compared to some other issues 

facing these forests  

Another observation in the moist conifer forests are much more diverse across the range of this forest 

type. Like the forests in the northern range 

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

We are operating from the assumption that there is a need for change when the objectives of the 

original amendment have not been met. There is still a dearth of large trees 

We are talking to you now to help craft the proposed action & need for change 

The prescriptions used by the Malhuer were pretty complex. The whole treatment needs to be apparent 

in terms of implementation & monitoring (primary & secondary actions)  

This is a tough question that there are 3 or 4 in between questions 



If we had no eastside screen now and we came up with a 21" rule we might adopt it as a very clear 

standard that can be understood & followed. 

The concern is that you cannot change this screen in such a focused specific ways when there are 

complex interactions 

We need to see the current conditions that demonstrate the need for change 

Issues between a one off treatment that takes the large trees to fund the work without the long term 

commitment to go back to do the maintenance work. You may be able to achieve the goals by removing 

the small trees and going back in to do the maintenance work. 

 It is a key part to continue to return fire in more than a one off treatment 

Other questions we should ask during this process? 

Can we achieve these ecological goals without an amendment? Or to a % of those goals without an 

amendment? 

When you go into the NEPA process you need to answer why here & why now? This would help to 

clarify the need for action 

Julia: What would you not want to see in an alternative? 

Would not want to see carte blanche logging on large grand fir or other trees. If it is to be done there 

should be a process to ensure protections for old trees. 

Amendment should address what the value of those large trees are and what the desired number of 

large trees are in a stand or landscape. 

Removal by biophysical environment. For example to take the perspective that grand fir does not belong 

in this biophysical environment and the carbon that entails 

Would also not like to see expansion of the road system (temp & permanent) into any of these forested 

stands. 

Anything Else 

I would like to see the letter of delegation posted to the website because I don't thing that the Regional 

Forester can delegate this decision to one forest supervisor. 

Some of the science we've seen shows that these treatments rarely burn on their own. Sticking to the 

dry forest types & WUI should be a priority for fuels reduction 

Take a hard look at the locations for implementation in the WUI & how that can help make retreatment 

more attainable 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 4190733# 

David Mildrexler: David Mildrexler 

Cooper Rodgers, BMBP: Cooper Rodgers  



Matt Ehrman: Hi folks, I will be your note taker. Please join the new phone line 

Anthony Botello: Hello, Anthony Botello from Wallowa Whitman here 

Kathleen Roche: Kathleen Roche FS retired, experience on Umatilla, Ochoco, Desschutes and Malheur 

NFS. 

Kathleen Roche: Need to create ecological conditions for the future and not all big trees are equal. 

Dan Shively: Dan Shively, Forest Service, Natural Resource Director 

Cooper Rodgers, BMBP: Cooper Rodgers, Staff Attorney, Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project 

Dan Shively: I can only stay on for another 10 min unfortunately 

David Mildrexler: having trouble with audio....Q1: All large trees are important regardless of species. 

Matt Ehrman: Matt Ehrman, Forest Service, Resource Planning & Monitoring 

Matt Ehrman: Did I capture that correctly?  

David Mildrexler: Thanks Tiesha and everyone! 

  



Breakout Room 10 
Facilitator: Marin Palmer 

Notetaker: Karin Wolken 

 

Notes 
Welcome! The notetaker will record summary bullet points of the conversation here. Please put your 

own comments in the chat pod to the right. 

Please type your name and affiliation in the chat pod to the right. 

Question #1: “What did you hear this morning that resonated with you?” – 10 min.  

the social science components - focusing not just on money available in larger logs 

diverse viewpoints from the science synthesis, as well as many diverse perspectives from the social 

science side  

Question #2: “What should the amendment include to sustain and promote late and old structure forest 

and increase forest resiliency while maintaining wildlife habitat?” – 40 min.  

public and stakeholder engagement - at several points, to continue to check in and make sure we're on 

the right track 

an answer to the question: since this rule was put in place 25 years ago, is the health of the forest any 

better? (health: not overchoked, depressing local economies, excessive high intensity burning) 

 we're seeing some improvements, as per the science synthesis (carbon, burning patterns, small trees) 

from on-the-ground observations: forests are in a much less healthy state in the past 2 decades, due in 

part to policy and litigation 

Information used for this project needs to be relevant to the project area. Concern about bringing in 

information or studies from other states. Generalizing, especially as fire is concerned, can be difficult. 

Giving more latitude on the ground is not the best policy. 

Chat 
Tiesha Street: Conference Line: 888-844-9904, Access: 5257953# 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Welcome! I will be your facilitator in Room #10. 

Karin Wolken: Hello! Karin here, acting as your notetaker.  

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: As you join, please type your name/affiliation to introduce yourself. 

Joyce El Kouarti: Joyce El Kouarti, PNW communications and applications.  

eric johnston: Eric Johnston, USFS RO....l will be facilitating a session on Friday, so listening in here to 

learn 



Nunzie Gould: is there a program in this breakout room? 

Paul Anderes: Paul Anderes, Union County Commissioner 

Nunzie Gould: can we get started ? or should I join a different break out room? 

Joyce El Kouarti: Hi Nunzie, did you dial in ? We're doing introductions now.  

Audrey Maclennan: Hi Nunzie, you'll need to call into the conference line listed on the screen. 

Nunzie Gould: I am on the call in and there is nothing happening... 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Nunzie, please try access code 5257953# 

Audrey Maclennan: 1-888-844-9904, access code 5257953# 

Karin Wolken: Nunzie, if you are still having trouble joining, we are currently answering question 1. I'll be 

taking notes in the note section to the left, and feel free to type your thoughts here in the chat box. 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Nunzie, if you are still in the Adobe room, feel free to type thoughts on 

Question 1 into the chat pod. 

Audrey Maclennan: The science forum recording and all meeting materials will be posted on our project 

website: https://go.usa.gov/xvV4X  

Joyce El Kouarti: The summary says: Many forests are now homogenized, with conditions no longer 

resembling those existing prior to Euro-American settlement. Regeneration harvests or severe fires may 

be needed to remove local seed sources and competition from undesirable shade-tolerant trees, in 

order to fire or climate change adapt certain patches of forest. 

Nunzie Gould: please provide a list of who is sent to which breakout session and provide a transcript of 

each breakout session for the record such that it could be digested prior to your this Friday workshop. 

thank you 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Thanks for your participation today. 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Hi Nunzie. Are you looking for the feedback from each session? My 

understanding is that main points will be shared out from each group when we rejoin the main meeting 

in just a few minutes. 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Were you able to hear any of the group discussion or join another group? 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: If you had technical problems I will share that feedback to improve before 

Friday. 

Marin Palmer, Forest Service: Comment from participant: closed captioning was not capturing the full 

conversation. A full transcript would be more useful. 

Audrey Maclennan: I just joined again, I can answer questions about transcript 


